Jalna (Whiteoaks of Jalna series)

Winner of the 1927 Atlantic-Little, Brown
Award
First published in 1927, this
international bestseller is now back in
print. Jalna is the first book in the popular
series about a Canadian family named
Whiteoak, who live in southern Ontario in
a red-brick house called Jalna. In Jalna, the
unforgettable family makes its first
appearance. Two grandsons cause tumult
when they bring their brides to live at
Jalna, and Grandmother Adeline celebrates
her 100th birthday. This is book 7 of 16 in
The Whiteoak Chronicles. It is followed by
Whiteoaks of Jalna.

The Whiteoaks of Jalna was a 13-episode, one-hour drama series based on the famous Jalna novels of Canadian author
Mazo de la Roche, about the WhiteoakThe Whiteoaks of Jalna (TV Series 1972 ) cast and crew credits, including actors,
actresses, directors, writers and more.The series traces several generations of the Whiteoak family and centres on an
estate on. Lake Ontario named Jalna. The setting may have been inspired byan investigation into the sources of the Jalna
novels of Mazo de la Roche What?s more, the Whiteoak?s estate, Jalna, was based on a combination of several large
Canadian novelist, Mazo de la Roche, author of the Jalna series. For moreMazo de la Roche (January 15, 1879 July 12,
1961), born Mazo Louise Roche in Newmarket, . The series tells the story of one hundred years of the Whiteoak family
covering from 18. The 16 Jalna The Jalna series has sold more than eleven million copies in 193 English and 92 foreign
editions. In 1935, theWhiteoaks of Jalna series (16 Book Series) Kindle Edition. by de le Roche, Mazo, Mazo de la
Roche, de la Roche, Mazo. All Formats Kindle Edition.Editorial Reviews. Review. First published in 1944, The
Building of Jalna is one of sixteen Book 1 of 16 in Whiteoaks of Jalna series (16 Book Series)The Building of Jalna
(Whiteoaks of Jalna series Book 1). Mazo de le Roche. 4.8 out of 5 stars 24. Kindle Edition. ?6.64 Morning at Jalna
(Whiteoaks of JalnaSeries: Whiteoaks of Jalna: publication order Whiteoak Heritage the Whiteoak Brothers
(Jalna-1923) Jalna (Omnibus of 3 Novels) by Mazo de la Roche (1933)Whiteoaks of Jalna. Jalna is a novel by the
Canadian writer Mazo de la Roche. It is the first of a 16-novel family saga about the Whiteoak family. First published in
1927, Jalna won the Atlantic Monthly Presss first $10,000 Atlantic Prize Novel award.Editorial Reviews. Review. First
published in 1936, Whiteoak Harvest chronicles the 1930s Book 11 of 16 in Whiteoaks of Jalna series (16 Book
Series).Editorial Reviews. Review. First published in 1933, The Master of Jalna is Renny Whiteoak, Book 10 of 16 in
Whiteoaks of Jalna series (16 Book Series)Mary Wakefield. London: Macmillan, 1971. Volume 3 of the Whiteoaks of
Jalna saga . Mary Wakefield, the third book in the Jalna series, a young English womanThe colourful matriarch Adeline
Whiteoak dies at 101. Each book is a complete and satisfying story in its own right, but the Jalna series has proven itself
to beThe Jalna book series by Mazo de la Roche includes books The Building of Jalna, Young Renny, Whiteoak
Heritage, and several more. See the complete Jalna23 January 30 April 1972. The Whiteoaks of Jalna was a 1972
Canadian television drama miniseries, based on the novel by Mazo de la Roche. At CA$2 million, it set a record expense
at the time for a Canadian television miniseries. The series was exported internationally including the United Kingdom
and France.2 With the appearance of the fourth of the sixteen novels in the Jalna series, de la Rather, the Whiteoaks
retained their hold on the authors imagination, andThe books follow the Whiteoak family as they emigrate from
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Scotland to America. flag 2 likes Like However, as a whole the Jalna series is very compelling.The Jalna series is a
16-novel family saga about the Whiteoak family. First published in 1927, Jalna won the Atlantic Monthly Presss first
$10,000 Atlantic PrizeThis book is one in a series of 16 books. It is about the Whiteoak family and their Canadian home
called Jalna. The family is unique, and the series takes you
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